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ABSTRACT: Supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) are versatile cell membrane-mimicking biointerfaces for various applications such as
biosensors and drug delivery systems, and there is broad interest in developing simple, cost-effective methods to achieve SLB
fabrication. One promising approach involves the deposition of quasi-two-dimensional bicelle nanostructures that are composed of
long-chain phospholipids and either short-chain phospholipids or detergent molecules. While a variety of long-chain phospholipids
have been used to prepare bicelles for SLB fabrication applications, only two short-chain phospholipids, 1,2-dihexanoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine and 1,2-diheptanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (collectively referred to as DHPC), have been investigated. There
remains an outstanding need to identify natural alternatives to DHPC, especially ones that are more affordable, to improve
fabrication prospects and application opportunities. Herein, we explored the potential to fabricate SLBs from bicellar mixtures
composed of long-chain phospholipids and lauric acid (LA), which is a low-cost, naturally abundant fatty acid that is widely used in
soapmaking and various industrial applications. Quartz crystal microbalance-dissipation (QCM-D) experiments were conducted to
track bicelle adsorption onto silica surfaces as a function of bicelle composition and lipid concentration, along with time-lapse
fluorescence microscopy imaging and fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiments to further characterize lipid
adlayer properties. The results identified optimal conditions where it is possible to efficiently form SLBs from LA-containing bicelles
at low lipid concentrations while also unraveling mechanistic insights into the bicelle-mediated SLB formation process and verifying
that LA-containing bicelles are biocompatible with human cells for surface coating applications.

■ INTRODUCTION

Supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) are ultrathin, cell membrane-
mimicking interfaces that conformally coat various types of
hydrophilic surfaces1−3 and are used in a wide range of
applications such as biosensors, cell−material interfaces, and
drug delivery systems.4−9 The bottom-up fabrication of SLBs
on a target surface is a classic example of nanoarchitectonics
whereby individual phospholipid molecules self-assemble into
higher-order, two-dimensional supramolecular structures,10−13

which enables the use of highly surface-sensitive measurement
techniques for fundamental and applied investigations.14−16 To
date, the adsorption and spontaneous rupture of lipid vesicles
on a solid supporta process termed vesicle fusionhas been
the most popular method to fabricate SLBs, although there is
ongoing exploration of other SLB fabrication methods.17

One promising method involves the deposition of bicelles,
which are typically viewed as disk-like nanostructured
assemblies composed of long-chain and short-chain phospho-
lipid (or detergent) molecules that are concentrated in the

middle bilayer and edge regions, respectively.18,19 In actuality,
the specific morphology of bicellar mixtures, which are
sometimes referred to as bilayered mixed micelles20,21 or
nanodiscs,22 can encompass disk-like structures as well as other
types of nanostructured assemblies, such as worm-like micelles
and perforated sheets, depending on factors such as the q-ratio
(molar ratio of long- to short-chain phospholipids), total lipid
concentration, lipid composition, and temperature.23−29 While
bicelles were originally developed as suitable membrane
environments to host transmembrane proteins for structural
biology studies,20,30−32 they have also proven to be useful tools
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for SLB fabrication, including simplified ones containing
zwitterionic phospholipids33−36 as well as more complex
ones that include various fractions of charged phospholi-
pids37,38 or cholesterol,39 and are also useful for micro-
patterning applications.40 One key advantage of bicelles is that
they are easier to prepare than conventionally used vesicles,
and the main processing steps involve freeze−thaw−vortex
cycling without the need for strict size control.17,41

Mechanistically, SLB formation involves bicelle adsorption
and fusion on a solid support whereby long-chain phospho-
lipids self-assemble into a conformal SLB while short-chain
phospholipids return to the bulk phase.42 Depending on the
system, it is also possible that bicelles do not adsorb onto a
surface or adsorb but remain intact without fusing instead of
forming SLBs. Indeed, it has been demonstrated that the
effectiveness of bicelle-mediated SLB formation depends on
experimental parameters such as total lipid concentration and
q-ratio,42 along with the substrate type38 and salt concen-
tration.43

To date, a wide range of long-chain phospholipids have been
used to make bicelles for successful SLB fabrication, and
examples include zwitterionic 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine (DPPC),33 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phos-
phocholine (DMPC),34 1-palmitoyl-2-oleol-sn-glycero-3-phos-
phocholine (POPC),35 and 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-
choline (DOPC),42 positively charged 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-
glycero-3-ethylphosphocholine (DPEPC)37 and 1,2-dioleoyl-
sn-glycero-3-ethylphosphocholine (DOEPC),38 and negatively

charged 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-(1′-rac-glycerol)
(DPPG)37 and 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine
(DOPS).38 Curiously, however, only two short-chain phos-
pholipids have been used so far, namely 1,2-dihexanoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phosphocholine (DHPC6)

34−37 and 1,2-diheptanoyl-
sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DHPC7),

33,35 that are collec-
tively referred to as DHPC herein. The tendency to use DHPC
is predicated on its wide usage in solution-phase bicelle studies,
in which case the phospholipid structure of DHPC is useful for
reconstituting transmembrane properties in a membrane-
mimetic environment.44 However, other types of detergent-
like lipids31 and various detergents45,46 can also be used to
make solution-phase bicelles with desired properties (e.g.,
enhanced stability47,48 and protein activity49,50), and it would
be beneficial to explore additional bicelle options for SLB
fabrication. Such investigations would expand our mechanistic
understanding of the bicelle-mediated SLB formation process
beyond DHPC-containing systems alone as well as potentially
identify a cheaper alternative to DHPC lipids, which are costly
compared to many other lipid-like detergent molecules, for
application purposes.51

Herein, we investigated the potential to fabricate SLBs on
silica surfaces by using bicelles composed of DOPC as the
long-chain phospholipid and lauric acid (LA) in place of
DHPC. LA is a saturated fatty acid with a 12-carbon long
hydrocarbon chain and has several advantageous properties,
including natural abundance and low cost. Toward this goal,
we prepared bicellar mixtures composed of DOPC and LA at

Figure 1. Fabrication strategy: The feasibility of using LA instead of DHPC as the short-chain lipid in bicelles was evaluated for SLB fabrication
applications. Bicelle preparation involved hydrating a dry DOPC film in an LA-containing aqueous solution, followed by freeze−thaw−vortex
cycling. The SLB formation potential of DOPC/LA bicelles was systematically tested as a function of total lipid concentration and q-ratio. The
QCM-D, fluorescence microscopy, and FRAP techniques were employed to characterize bicelle adsorption and resulting SLB formation in
applicable cases.
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different q-ratios and systematically characterized bicelle
adsorption onto silica surfaces, as outlined in Figure 1. We
conducted quartz crystal microbalance-dissipation (QCM-D)
and time-lapse fluorescence microscopy imaging experiments
to track DOPC/LA bicelle adsorption kinetics and to identify
conditions where SLB formation occurred. Fluorescence
recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiments were also
performed in order to evaluate lateral lipid diffusion of the lipid
adlayers. Taken together, our findings identify suitable
conditions where DOPC/LA bicelles can be employed to
form high-quality SLBs with suitable mass, viscoelastic, and
diffusional properties.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents. Chloroform solutions of DOPC and 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-

glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(lissamine rhodamine B sulfonyl)
(ammonium salt) (Rh-PE) lipids were purchased from Avanti Polar
Lipids (Alabaster, AL, USA). LA was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich
(St. Louis, MO). The aqueous solution used in all experiments was 10
mM Tris buffer with 150 mM NaCl (pH 7.5). Buffers and sample
solutions were prepared with Milli-Q-treated water (MilliporeSigma,
Burlington, MA, USA).
Bicelle Preparation. Bicelles were prepared by lipid hydration,

followed by freeze−thaw−vortex cycling, as previously described.42

Briefly, DOPC lipids in chloroform were added to a glass vial, and the
solvent was evaporated by gentle drying with nitrogen gas and
subsequent incubation in a vacuum desiccator overnight. In cases
when fluorescence microscopy was used, the DOPC lipids were
doped with 0.5 mol % Rh-PE lipids. Next, the dry DOPC film was
hydrated to 1 mM in an aqueous solution that contained LA at the
following concentrations, 20, 4, and 0.4 mM, in order to make
samples with q-ratios of 0.05, 0.25, and 2.5, respectively. The resulting
lipid suspensions were then subjected to five freeze−thaw−vortex
cycles, which involved the following steps: submersing the sample in
liquid nitrogen for 1 min, thawing in a 60 °C water bath for 5 min,
and vortexing for 30 s. Immediately before experiment, an aliquot of
the stock lipid suspension was diluted in the buffer to the desired final
lipid concentration.
Quartz Crystal Microbalance-Dissipation (QCM-D). Bicelle

adsorption experiments were conducted using a Q-Sense E4
instrument (Biolin Scientific AB, Stockholm, Sweden). The silica-
coated QCM-D sensor chips were repeatedly rinsed with water and
ethanol, dried with nitrogen gas, and then treated for 1 min in an
oxygen plasma chamber (PDC-002, Harrick Plasma, Ithaca, NY). The
temperature of the QCM-D measurement chambers was maintained
at 25 °C during experiment. All test solutions were introduced into
the measurement chambers under continuous flow conditions by
using a peristaltic pump (Reglo Digital MS-4/6, Ismatec, Wertheim,
Germany) that was set at a flow rate of 50 μL/min. Measurement data
were collected at multiple odd overtones by the Q-Soft software
package (Biolin Scientific AB). The reported data were collected at
the fifth overtone and normalized according to the overtone number.
Data processing was completed using Q-Tools (Biolin Scientific AB)
and OriginPro (OriginLab, Northampton, MA) software programs.
Time-Lapse Fluorescence Microscopy Imaging. Imaging

experiments were conducted using a Nikon Eclipse Ti-E inverted
microscope with a 60× oil-immersion objective (NA 1.49). The
excitation source was mercury-fiber illuminator C-HGFIE Intensilight
(Nikon, Tokyo, Japan), and the light was passed through a TRITC
filter block. An Andor iXon3 897 EMCCD camera was used to record
micrograph images at a rate of 1 frame every 3 s. All experiments were
conducted within a flow-through microfluidic chamber (sticky-Slide
VI 0.4, ibidi GmbH, Martinsried, Germany), and the liquid sample
was introduced at a flow rate of 50 μL/min, as controlled by a
peristaltic pump (Reglo Digital MS-4/6). All measurements were
conducted at room temperature (∼25 °C).
Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP). Lateral

lipid diffusion within adsorbed lipid layers was measured by the FRAP

technique. A single-mode laser with a 532 nm wavelength and 100
mW power intensity (Coherent Inc., Santa Clara, CA) was used to
irradiate a 20 μm diameter region within the adsorbed lipid layer in
order to quench the fluorescence signal in this region (“photo-
bleaching”). After laser irradiation was completed, the recovery of
fluorescence signal within the bleached region was monitored by
recording micrograph images every 2 s for a total of 2 min.
Accordingly, the diffusion coefficient of lateral lipid motion was
computed using the Hankel transform method.52

Cell Cytotoxicity. The effect of DOPC/LA bicelles (q-ratio of
0.05; 5 mM LA) and free LA (5 mM) on the viability of human
immortalized keratinocyte (HaCaT) cells was quantified using a cell-
counting kit-8 assay (CCK-8; Dojindo Molecular Technologies,
Rockville, MD), according to the manufacturer protocol. In brief,
5000 cells were seeded per well in a 96-well plate (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, USA), and the cells were grown overnight in a humidified
atmosphere with 5% CO2 at 37 °C. Then, the cells were treated with
DOPC/LA bicelles or free LA and further incubated for 72 h. The
negative and positive controls were untreated cells and cells treated
with 1% Triton X-100 detergent, respectively. For analysis, the CCK-8
reagent was diluted ten times with culture media and incubated with
the cells for 1 h at 37 °C, followed by absorbance measurements at
450 nm wavelength using a plate reader (Infinite 200 PRO microplate
reader, Tecan). Prior to the experiment, the cells were maintained in
Minimum Essential Medium (MEM; Hyclone) that was supple-
mented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Hyclone), 100 U mL−1

penicillin (Life Technologies) and 100 mg mL−1 streptomycin (Life
Technologies). For the assay, cells were subcultured from the culture
flask using a 0.25% Trypsin−EDTA solution (Life Technologies).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Design Strategy. We selected DOPC as the long-chain

phospholipid because it can form bicelles,53,54 and DOPC/
DHPC bicelles have been successfully employed for SLB
fabrication.38,39,42,43 We selected LA as the short-chain lipid
because it is abundant and has an appreciably lower cost than
DHPC. For 1 g of material, LA is around 670 times cheaper
than DHPC6 and around 910 times cheaper than DHPC7. In
addition, there have been reports of SLB formation using
combinations of DOPC and other detergents such as n-
dodecyl-β-D-maltoside (DDM).55,56 Notably, LA is still around
227 times cheaper than DDM. Thus, LA is a good candidate in
terms of natural abundance and cost, and DOPC/LA bicelles
were prepared and tested at q-ratios of 0.05, 0.25, and 2.5.
While DOPC/DDM mixtures have been used to form SLBs

with time-intensive protocols using a carefully orchestrated
series of multiple rinsing steps,55,56 we chose to use a more
rapid protocol42 that has been successfully used with DOPC/
DHPC bicelles to form SLBs on silica surfaces under favorable
conditions when bicelles adsorb, spontaneously fuse, and
DOPC lipids reassemble to form the SLB. In the present study,
the DOPC/LA bicelle samples were incubated with the silica
surface in order to allow sufficient time for adsorption and any
subsequent processes, followed by a single rinsing step with
aqueous buffer solution to yield the final lipid adlayer. Below,
we describe the experimental results that were obtained when
attempting DOPC/LA bicelle-mediated SLB formation on
silica surfaces for different total lipid concentrations and q-
ratios across three experimental techniques: QCM-D, time-
lapse fluorescence microscopy, and FRAP.

Quartz Crystal Microbalance-Dissipation. We per-
formed QCM-D experiments to monitor the real-time
adsorption of DOPC/LA bicelles onto silica surfaces, including
resulting SLB formation in applicable cases. The QCM-D
technique detects the changes in mass and viscoelastic
properties of adsorbed lipid films by measuring the shifts in
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resonance frequency (Δf) and energy dissipation (ΔD),
respectively, of a silica-coated, piezoelectric quartz crystal
sensor chip.57 The Δf and ΔD shifts were recorded as a
function of time, and a baseline signal in aqueous buffer
solution was first established within the measurement chamber.
Then, the bicelle samples were injected and added under
continuous flow until the measurement signals stabilized,
followed by a buffer washing step to remove weakly adsorbed
lipid molecules. The measurements were stopped after at least
10 min of buffer washing or when the measurement signals
reached stable final values. By considering the QCM-D
adsorption kinetic profile along with the final Δf and ΔD
shifts, it was determined if adsorbing bicelles formed SLBs
based on established criteria. Typical values for successful SLB
formation corresponded to Δf and ΔD shifts around −26 Hz
and less than 1 × 10−6, respectively.57 The QCM-D results are
presented as the function of DOPC lipid concentration (with
fixed q-ratio) in Figure 2 and discussed below for each q-ratio.

q = 0.05. Figure 2A presents the Δf and ΔD shifts for
DOPC/LA bicelle adsorption at q = 0.05, in which case the LA
concentration is 20-fold greater than the DOPC concentration.
At 0.5 mM DOPC, there was monotonic adsorption and a
washing step led to transient fluctuations until the measure-
ment signal reached final Δf shifts of around −14.5 ± 3.5 Hz
and ΔD shift of around 1.9 ± 1.3 × 10−6. Similar results were
obtained at 0.25−0.016 mM DOPC with the final Δf shifts
ranging around −18 to −35 Hz and the ΔD shifts around 4.2
to 5 × 10−6. Within the range of 0.5−0.063 mM DOPC, there
was a tendency toward greater adsorption uptake at lower lipid
concentrations, with maximum uptake observed at 0.063 mM
DOPC with final Δf and ΔD corresponding to −35.2 ± 2.2 Hz
and 4.4 ± 2.0 × 10−6, respectively (Figure 2B). Altogether, the
results demonstrate that DOPC/LA bicelles at q = 0.05 adsorb
onto silica surfaces but remain intact and do not form SLBs. At
this q-ratio, the bicelles in solution are expected to have disk
shapes and therefore the adsorbed layers likely consist of
discoidal bicelles because bicelles composed of identical or

Figure 2. QCM-D characterization of bicelle adsorption onto silica surfaces at different q-ratios. QCM-D Δf and ΔD shifts were recorded as a
function of time for bicelle adsorption. (A) Kinetic profiles of Δf (upper panel) and ΔD (lower panel) shifts, and (B) final shifts after buffer wash
(upper panel for Δf and lower panel for ΔD) are presented as a function of lipid concentration for bicelles at q = 0.05. Corresponding results for
bicelle adsorption at (C,D) q = 0.25 and (E,F) q = 2.5. Highlighted gray regions in the kinetic profiles and the dotted line overlays in the final shift
column graphs represent typical measurement values for an SLB. Mean and standard deviations in column graphs are reported from at least three
technical replicates. (G) Schematic illustrations of the adsorbed lipid layers at different q-ratios (not drawn to scale).
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similar long-chain lipids with gel-to-fluid phase transition
temperatures well below room temperature [e.g., DOPC and
DLPC (1,2-dilauroyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine)] and short-
chain DHPC lipids,53 as well as DMPC/DHPC bicelles58 have
been reported to exist in disk-like shapes at q-ratios equal to or
less than 0.5.
q = 0.25. Figure 2C shows the Δf and ΔD shifts for DOPC/

LA bicelle adsorption at q = 0.25, in which case the LA
concentration is fourfold greater than the DOPC concen-
tration. The bicelles adsorbed monotonically at 0.5−0.063 mM
DOPC, and the measurement signals stabilized after buffer
washing, with Δf and ΔD shifts around −65 to −82 Hz and 7
to 10 × 10−6, respectively. In contrast, at 0.031 mM DOPC,
bicelle adsorption occurred via a two-step mechanism, with
final Δf and ΔD values around −25.8 ± 0.6 Hz and 0.4 ± 0.3
× 10−6, respectively. These values are consistent with SLB
formation, and the two-step kinetics indicate bicelles adsorb
until a critical surface coverage is reached, followed by
spontaneous fusion to form an SLB.42 At 0.016 mM DOPC,
similar results were observed, and the final Δf and ΔD shifts
were around −24.0 ± 0.4 Hz and 0.2 ± 0.2 × 10−6,
respectively. Figure 2D presents the overall adsorption results
at q = 0.25. For 0.5−0.063 mM DOPC, the adsorption uptake
tended to be slightly greater at lower lipid concentrations. On
the other hand, for 0.031 and 0.016 mM DOPC, SLB
formation occurred, demonstrating that it is possible to form
SLBs from DOPC/LA bicelles under certain conditions. At
this q-ratio, the morphology of bicelles in solution is also
probably discoidal,53,58,59 and hence, the adsorbed layers are
presumably composed of bicelle disks while the resulting SLBs
are formed through bicelle fusion in which case short-chain LA
molecules subsequently return to the bulk solution. SLB

formation at lower total lipid concentrations is consistent with
the typical increase in the planar area of bicelle disks as lipid
concentrations decrease. Indeed, the aggregation of DMPC/
DHPC bicelles at similar q-ratios has been reported at lower
lipid concentrations as the short-chain lipid detergent
molecules dissociate from bicelles and exist as monomers in
the bulk solution.58 Accordingly, the larger bicelles formed at
lower total lipid concentrations have more contact area with
the silica surface and, hence, stronger lipid−substrate
interactions, which drives the SLB formation process.38

q = 2.5. Figure 2E shows the Δf and ΔD shifts for DOPC/
LA bicelle adsorption at q = 2.5, in which case the DOPC
concentration is 2.5-fold greater than the LA concentration. At
all tested concentrations, SLB formation occurred with two-
step kinetics indicative of bicelle adsorption and fusion upon
reaching a critical surface coverage. As expected, the time span
to reach the critical surface coverage was greater at lower lipid
concentrations, which is consistent with diffusion-limited
adsorption kinetics. The final Δf and ΔD shifts ranged within
the SLB values around −25 to −28 Hz and 0.4 to 1 × 10−6,
respectively (Figure 2F). Overall, the results demonstrate that
SLB formation is favorable at q = 2.5 with all concentrations
(0.5 mM DOPC and below). As with DOPC/DHPC bicelles54

and DMPC/DHPC bicelles60 at similar q-ratios, the DOPC/
LA bicelles likely exist in a spherical form at q = 2.5, which is
conducive to the SLB formation process akin to vesicle fusion
involving spherical vesicles while the presence of short-chain
lipids has also been noted to induce detergent-mediated
membrane softening.61

In summary, bicelles adsorbed but did not rupture at all
tested concentrations at q = 0.05 and at 0.5−0.063 mM DOPC
at q = 0.25, whereas SLB formation resulted with 0.031−0.016

Figure 3. Time-lapse fluorescence microscopy images of bicelle adsorption at different q-ratios. For fluorescence microscopy imaging, bicelles were
added onto the glass surface at t = 0 min, and the adsorption process was recorded at subsequent time points for the following bicelle cases: q =
0.05 at (A) 0.25 mM DOPC; q = 0.25 at (B) 0.063 mM DOPC, (C) 0.031 mM DOPC, and (D) 0.016 mM DOPC; and q = 2.5 at (E) 0.063 mM
DOPC. All scale bars are 20 μm.
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mM DOPC at q = 0.25 and with all tested concentrations at q
= 2.5 (Figure 2G).
Time-Lapse Fluorescence Microscopy Imaging. We

next performed time-lapse fluorescence microscopy imaging
experiments in order to directly observe bicelle adsorption
onto silica surfaces. The bicelles were doped with 0.5 mol % of
fluorescently labeled Rh-PE lipids (with respect to mol %
DOPC), and the DOPC/LA bicelles were added under
continuous flow conditions within a microfluidic chamber.
The initial injection time was defined as t = 0 min, and
micrographs at different time points after t = 0 min are
presented in Figure 3. Based on the QCM-D results, the
experimental conditions for fluorescence microscopy experi-
ments were selected to include representative cases at each q-
ratio: intact bicelle adsorption at 0.25 mM DOPC for q = 0.05;
intact bicelle adsorption at 0.063 mM DOPC and SLB

formation at 0.031 and 0.016 mM DOPC for q = 0.25; and
SLB formation at 0.063 mM DOPC for q = 2.5. The
corresponding results are discussed below and note that, in
cases of SLB formation, the micrographs are presented in a
time-lapse sequence whereby the first one corresponds to the
onset of SLB formation, that is, at the critical surface coverage.
q = 0.05. Despite a relatively high lipid concentration, bicelle

adsorption at 0.25 mM DOPC occurred slowly, as evidenced
by a gradual change in fluorescence intensity over a 20 min
period (Figure 3A). The fluorescence intensity profile of the
adsorbed lipid layer exhibited a patchy, nonuniform appear-
ance, with high-intensity lipid aggregates in some regions while
there were also significant void regions with negligible
adsorption. As such, there was incomplete surface coverage
of adsorbed bicelles, which remained intact and did not
rupture. Upon a buffer washing step, many of the adsorbed

Figure 4. FRAP characterization of adsorbed lipid layers formed from bicelles at different q-ratios. Fluorescence micrographs before and after
photobleaching are presented for adsorbed lipid bilayers, which were formed from bicelles with the following conditions: (A) q = 0.05 at 0.25 mM
DOPC; (B) q = 0.25 at 0.063 mM DOPC; (C) q = 0.25 at 0.031 mM DOPC; (D) q = 0.25 at 0.016 mM DOPC; and (E) q = 2.5 at 0.063 mM
DOPC. Photobleaching was conducted at t = 0 s, and fluorescence recovery within the bleached region was monitored for the next 120 s. All scale
bars are 20 μm. (F) Diffusion coefficient values for SLBs formed by DOPC/LA and DOPC/DHPC bicelles with different q-ratios and DOPC lipid
concentrations. The DOPC/DHPC data are from ref 42. Mean and standard deviations are reported from six technical replicates. (G) Effect of free
LA and DOPC/LA bicelles on cell viability. The LA concentration was fixed at 5 mM, and the bicelle q-ratio was 0.05. Mean and standard
deviations are reported from three technical replicates.
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bicelles were removed from the surface while some remained
adsorbed and appeared as bright spots. Together, the data
indicate that bicelles adsorbed weakly under this condition,
which agrees with the QCM-D data that showed low
adsorption uptake.
q = 0.25. At 0.063 mM DOPC, bicelles also adsorbed onto

the surface and remained intact (Figure 3B). Compared to the
bicelle adsorption at q = 0.05, a key difference was that most of
the adsorbed bicelles remained on the surface after a buffer
washing step, as indicated by a nearly uniform fluorescence
intensity spanning the surface. In addition, some bright spots
indicative of bicellar aggregates were observed. The data
further support the QCM-D results that showed greater
adsorption uptake but no SLB formation.
In contrast, at 0.031 mM DOPC, bicelle adsorption

continued until reaching a critical surface coverage after
around 25 min (Figure 3C). At this juncture, adsorbed bicelles
fused, and SLB patches began to appear by around 28 min,
followed by extensive propagation. SLB formation was
completed by around 32 min along with a small number of
bright spots likely arising from bicelle aggregates. After a buffer
washing step, the SLB remained stably adsorbed on the surface
and exhibited a more uniform appearance that is characteristic
of high-quality SLBs. At 0.016 mM DOPC, SLB formation
occurred in a similar fashion to the 0.031 mM DOPC case,
however, it took longer to reach the critical surface coverage
(Figure 3D). Thus, DOPC/LA bicelles adsorbed but remained
intact at higher lipid concentrations while they adsorbed and
fused to form an SLB at lower lipid concentrations.
q = 2.5. At 0.063 mM DOPC, bicelle adsorption and

resulting SLB formation were noticeably quicker than at the
other tested q-ratios despite a relatively low lipid concentration
(Figure 3E). A critical surface coverage of adsorbed bicelles
was reached at around 5 min. SLB propagation was also rapid,
and complete SLB formation was completed within an
additional 2 min. Analogous to the SLB cases at q = 0.25, a
small number of bicelle aggregates appeared in the SLB but
were mostly removed after a buffer washing step to yield a
high-quality SLB. These findings are also consistent with the
QCM-D data, indicating the SLB formation occurs at all tested
lipid concentrations for this q-ratio.
Fluorescence Recovery after Photobleaching. The

degree of lateral lipid mobility within adsorbed lipid layers was
further investigated by FRAP measurements, as presented in
Figure 4. Briefly, a small region in the adsorbed lipid layer was
photobleached, and fluorescence recovery within the bleached
region was measured as neighboring fluorescently labeled lipids
diffused into the region. Based on the recovery profile, the
diffusion coefficient of lateral lipid mobility within the
adsorbed lipid layer was calculated using the Hankel transform
method.52 Following this approach, it was possible to
distinguish adsorbed bicelle layers from SLBs and to determine
whether SLBs formed from DOPC/LA bicelles exhibited
similar diffusivity profiles to those formed from standard
DOPC/DHPC bicelles.
As expected, no fluorescence recovery was observed for

adsorbed lipid layers that were prepared using DOPC/LA
bicelles with q = 0.05 at 0.25 mM DOPC and with q = 0.25 at
0.063 mM DOPC (Figure 4A,B). The lack of lateral lipid
mobility in these cases is consistent with adsorbed, intact
bicelles, and similar results have been previously reported for
adsorbed, intact vesicle layers.43,62,63

On the other hand, there were high levels of lateral lipid
mobility in all three tested cases corresponding to SLB
formation, namely when lipid adlayers were formed from
DOPC/LA bicelles with q = 0.25 at 0.031 mM DOPC, with q
= 0.25 at 0.016 mM DOPC, and with q = 2.5 at 0.063 mM
DOPC (Figure 4C−E). Nearly complete fluorescence recovery
occurred within 2 min, and the diffusion coefficients were
around 2.2 μm2/s, which indicate the formation of high-quality
SLBs (Figure 4F). Notably, the mobility values are also
consistent with our past FRAP measurements on SLBs formed
from DOPC/DHPC bicelles,42 supporting that DOCP/LA
bicelles are a useful alternative to form SLBs.
In addition, because free LA is a biologically active molecule

with membrane-disruptive properties,64 we also evaluated the
cell cytotoxicity profiles of 5 mM free LA and 5 mM LA in the
form of DOPC/LA bicelles with a q-ratio of 0.05 (Figure 4G).
It was observed that DOPC/LA bicelles did not affect viability
while treatment with free LA caused ∼35% reduction in cell
viability. Thus, the DOPC/LA bicelles appear to have suitable
properties to serve as a low-cost replacement for DOPC/
DHPC bicelles while yielding high-quality SLBs and possessing
favorable biocompatibility.

■ CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we investigated the feasibility of utilizing DOPC/
LA bicellar mixtures to fabricate SLBs as an alternative option
to conventional DOPC/DHPC bicelles. This direction was
motivated by the need to determine if DHPC is the only
suitable short-chain lipid for bicelle-mediated SLB formation as
well as the practical objective to identify a relatively cheap and
natural short-chain lipid or detergent source. Using a
combination of surface-sensitive measurement techniques, we
identified that DOPC/LA bicelles form SLBs under a range of
well-defined conditions. When the LA ratio was very high (q =
0.05; 1 DOPC lipid for every 20 LA molecules), SLB
formation did not occur. When the LA ratio was moderately
high (q = 0.25; 1 DOPC lipid for every 4 LA molecules), SLB
formation occurred at low total lipid concentrations but not at
higher lipid concentrations. In contrast, when the LA ratio was
low (q = 2.5; 5 DOPC lipids for every 2 LA molecules), SLB
formation occurred at all tested concentrations. These findings
point to the importance of bicelle nanostructure in influencing
the SLB formation process and demonstrate that it is possible
to form high-quality SLBs from LA-rich bicellar systems at low
total lipid concentrations. Aside from improving our scientific
understanding of the bicelle-mediated SLB formation process,
such findings open the door to low-cost SLB fabrication with
simple preparation methods and widely available lipid
components to expand the use of SLB platforms for various
applications.
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